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After what has resulted from the debates about modernism, in that period of the impairing 
of sensitiveness, the insurgent and protesting spirit of the avant-garde shifted to the rehabilitation 
of the ironic and parodic aspect of the tradition. Moreover, life has become the artistic imaginary, 
a life however impregnated with a rhetorical melancholy. And since the rights of the living are the 
most tenacious enemy of totalitarianism, which oppresses postmodernism, it was, in a political 
translation, the necrology of communism. Postmodernism promotes, as it announces, liberty, 
diversity and the right to audacity (actual, experimental). 
Paradoxism is also the living of existential and cultural experiences, both specific of this 
century’s end, as being determined by some general conditions: the simultaneity of the 
information on a world scale, the revolution of the formal borders, the democratization of the 
inter-individual relations and of the autonomous conscience, the re-interrogation of the 
axiological criterion, the global reference to reality, the conscience of a “ultimate” and decisive 
experience. All those aspects partake the eccentricity of being simulations of modernism, about 
the actions of which it can be asserted they have been interrupted. 
The persistency of a demonstrative attempt explains also the symptomatic gamesome 
reflex. The difference is an aesthetics or an appearance of being nonrepresentative and 
improvised: each page evidences itself as a reality without the help of a text. Postmodernism 
shows a technical articulation, a metalinguistic experiment, in composed surfaces, in a continuos 
dislocating and reunifying. These increase, at the same time, the self-reflexivity of literature, in 
the form of the anticonventional prosaic/poetical experience. Let us remember, in this field, 
among the prose writers, Italo Calvino, Milan Kundera, Umberto Eco, Marques, Toni Morrison. 
As for the poets, we deal with them at a greater length afterward. one arouses a permanent 
confrontation with the models and, in fact, a self repressing of the temptation of an exhibition of 
rhetoric and antilogorrheic proceedings, of a cynical eclecticism.  
“The response of postmodernism to modernism - remarks Umberto Eco - consists in the 
acknowledgment that the past, as it cannot be destroyed because its destruction would lead to 
silence, must be revised: with irony, with ingenuousness”. 
The postmodernist literature - like everything a generalization of a discipline from the 
inner - has conquered its proper conventions. Observing the works of some persons like Umberto 
Eco, John Barth, Peter Acroyd, Scot Sullivan remarks: “This kind of literature borrowed 
massively from the cultural constructions of the past, we undo and rearrange them without 
forgetting to bring back continuously to the reader what is live”. In relation with Eco’s novel 
“The island of the day before” (Milan, Bompierri 1994), he observes that pedantry together with 
authorial timorousness prejudice the main narrative, what results in a whole that is smaller then 
the sum of its components. But, taking it for granted, Eco remains infallible spiritually and as a 
provoker.
All those observations remain valid also if we generalize them to the whole literary 
experience of postmodernism, of which Gheorghe Grigurcu has established the particular 
spectrum: epical character of the lyrical discourse, intertextuality, heterogeneity of the codes, 
Babylonish totality, de-formation of the forms, relativity of the play, experimentation of the 
objectivity. In the textual postmodernist engineering, the critic destroys “a parallel with the 
positivism and the pragmatism of the century”, “the miming of the contemporaneous 
civilization”.  
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 The specific context of postmodernism renders unlimited the determinate. If we take an 
example from the plastic art, the American sociologist Donald P. Eckard describes the 
phenomenon in this way: “A chaotic scene of Warhol Factory suggests postmodernism: 
confusion, fire arms, spontaneity, sexuality in diverse hypostases, clichés, movie stars, etc. It 
seems that all this can be observed in the diversity of the popular culture indicated by Camille 
Paglia: our concealed paganism. the modernists, with their rational emphasis, would have 
preferred this to be definitively  buried. Camille Paglia praises the irrational, the subconscious, 
the intellect in order to reach a more adequate understanding of the human psychology”. From 
this he develops a tolerance for the common taste, the plebeian exultancy, setting - a little 
theoretically - the work of art as a reductive light: that is in a semiotic equality with leisure 
events. This attitude is perfectly synchronous with the reorientation of the historical new 
(Stephen Greenblatt) toward the valorization of the basic determinations, on which precedes a 
noble part of the charisma of the work.
 Postmodernism is also sensible to restoration: if avant-gardism denies in an absolute mode 
historicity in art, postmodernism returns to history, and even when very often it does it in an 
ironical way. The composer Aurel Stroe saw in the specific syncretism the solution to a happy 
receiving: “I think that the specific syncretic types that have been cultivated in a recent time, in 
which the visual intertwines with dance, music, text, may bring an important contribution to a 
deeper understanding of our contemporaneous universe”. The postmodernist poet, taking when in 
front of a text a parodistic and ironical distance, reads an obsessive absence amidst an original 
intertextual relation. The writer actually disavows the pathetic fictions, since the more authentic 
postmodernist dimension is a parody.  
  The postmodernist ideology is largely reflected in the expression of the semiotic space, in 
which are included specific discourses: pragmatic, literary and political discourse, psycho- and 
biosemiotic matters, design, artificial intelligence, artistic and religious discourse. Like the 
present life, the semiotic one is marked by a specific plurality of the discourses. An inherent 
penetration of ambiguity doesn’t make of it a simple intellectual play, but shows it as an 
interdisciplinary crossroads, as an intercultural competence. It offers a social model of 
equilibrium that accentuates the extremes. The acceleration of the signs is, in return, a form of 
stimulation, which transmits to the discourses an appearance more actual than the reality itself. 
Coincidence and ambiguity have come out from the fictional to enter the modern science.  
 The present poetical sensibility is opened toward the everyday sensations, but it is also 
hounded by the psychological effects of the excess - apathy in first line, then disorientation, 
abulia, lack of interest, boredom at the end. The discontinuity of verses gives an indication of all 
that of when an rearrangement is always possible or can be desired. The occurrence of a lack in 
the effort to recover a new coherence is an experience that leads to paradoxism. 
 Postmodernism is never ignorant of the tradition, though considering this one with irony it 
refers to its spirit, which in its particular moment took a step in the avant-garde. In a symptomatic 
mode, postmodernism gets rid of constraints.  
*
 What the Romanian poetical experience reflects can be determined from a recent 
historical process of a gradual and progressive liberation of the illusion. The historian Eugen 
Simion observes that in the post-war poetry Nichita Stanescu represents “the termination and the 
beginning” (with Non-words and In the gentle classical style) of the Romanian postmodernity”. 
The poet “has fixed to himself a lyrical model and succeeded in making it accepted, today, as a 
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lyrical model:. but it is Bacovia who initiated the experiment of the abbreviation, through the 
hermetism reached in his stenogrames. Middle-class stanzas came out with an obscurity 
increased in comparison with the symbolist poetry. From the metaphysical and demoniac trends 
an elliptical and most authentic psychosis was reached. The sibylline holds of an intertextuallity 
in which the pamphlet seems to be stenographied.  
 A rebelling iconoclast opposing the hypocrisy of the conventionalism was Geo Bogza, 
prominent in the avant-garde period (2nd and 3rd decades), an insurgent nonconformist. He was 
the leader of a group (Ilarie Voronca, Stefan Roll, Sasha Pana) that dynamited “the good 
manners” in poetry, with the intention of shocking definitively the habits in reading (Diary of 
sex, 1929, The Poem-Invective, 1933). Saturated with the conformism of the aesthetic poetry, 
these ones - to whom we can add Gherasim Luca, Paul Paun, Virgil Teodorescu - have launched, 
tense and dramatic, the poetry that we want to do, which declares firmly that “we want to break 
with this past of suaveness”. 
 But we should not forget that in this persistent page of modernism the expressionists, 
futurists, surrealists, integralists and today the paradoxists also write, absorbing the aesthetic 
impulses converging from the interior (Urmuz, Tzara) or from the exterior (Marinetti, 
Apollinaire). 
 What has really remained faithfully to the models/ idols, if not to say what is abandoning 
them? “The everlasting youth of the eternal models is an inept sentence, come out from narrow 
and lazy minds”, Paul Zarifopol still observes. Until, at the end, the augury of some heresy should 
be of establishing a new dogma or, in the rigid and apophtegmatic assertion of Ion Barbu: 
“culpable is all that is altered/ and is holy only the marriage, the outset”. 
 The phenomenon is even more interesting when we observe it in its final stage, when the 
postmodernist “liberation” betrays itself as recovered romantic nostalgia. We can call this the 
completion of an insurrection in an ironical complicity, cleverly valued through the regime of the 
cultural tolerances. From this comes a radically histrionic appetite of paradoxism for a totalling 
gamesome rhetoric. The writing gets consumed in its proper time, through a masochistic gesture 
of an intensely spectacular nature. Basically, literature is made from literature, a space is created 
in the scriptural simultaneity of former experiments, as the mathematical ones (ordering, lacks, 
cycles, rhythms, lines, points, progressions). A discreet subtextual irony is everywhere perceptible 
and an accomplice grace takes the place of the critical bibliography. A whole obtained in this way 
is an accumulation of fragments, which is assisted by a mysterious mechanism that homogenizes 
the disparities. 
 In the Romanian experience, the poetry of the eighties developed, as an implicit form of 
contest - and was as such encouraged by some leaders of the literary tendencies -, a tactic of 
renewing of the direct poetical discourse, stimulating then, through the soundness of their 
example, a not counterfeited generalization. As a consequence, there become cultivated banality 
and narrative style, public divulgence of the artifice of creation, intertextuality and irony. In this 
way, there is a provocative distance taken even in front of a catalogued modernism, in front of the 
clasicized forms of the refined lyricism, in their implacableness and philosophical seriousness. 
The axiology of the accepted beautiful is ruined into an axiology of insinuation. The 
postmodernist neoliberation gives rise to a technology of demolition that encounters a publicized 
recent polemic initiative from the part of the occidental poetry we can define as post-textural.  
 It is necessary to specify that postmodernism takes advantage of the increasing value 
disengaged by the collapse of communism and of the liberties of the transition phase. On 
principle it is opposed to the confusion between ecstasy and circumspection. There exists then an 
adaptation, a synchronization between the time’s solicitation and the literary response. The irony 
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of the eighty’s was, in spite of all, a form of faith that, in the long term, presupposes an ideal and, 
in the short term, announces the decline of a cycle of creation. The poematic investigation of the 
production of poetry introduced a gamesome taste that postulated an understanding in 
consideration of the further formal practices. There has been so maintained a continuos 
provocation of the gratuity, the wanted artificial, a new histrionic availability, a metatextual 
inventiveness, a cultural emancipation - that became an instrumentation of the art without 
whatever coercion. through all that, poetry comes down dizzily, in the same time, toward the 
observation of reality, then being in a position to raise higher the absolute platitude of the 
existence and to stage a “show of the innocuous” (Eugen Negrici). From this up to the indifferent-
neutral tone, there is no more then a step. Nobody ever takes the liberty of provoking simple 
fruitless agitation; the poets are concerned with well-concluded actions, with an aim, suggestions, 
allusions, arguments and polemics. All that, in an aesthetic order, accuses the romanticism of 
being a form of obsolescence. 
*
 As an implicit manifesto, leading to the true compels to taking a part in reality. The 
combinative possibilities, being suppositions of the real, lay out a road. And like the true, poetry 
lives and shows itself in the ambiguity of the existential situations. The depersonalizing of the 
discourse, as we say at the end of our subject, leaves space for any combinative possibility and for 
all semantic incidents. 
 In its most formal aspect, paradoxism can be considered, within limits, as an exacerbated 
extension of postmodernism, an instrumentation of a code of the optional infinity. The modernist-
postmodernist-paradoxist triad can be verified, with the comment that, if postmodernism has 
assimilated forms of the popular culture, paradoxism shows a return to the formalistic elitism 
under which sign the whole modernism has been.  
 Paradoxism is, undoubtedly, a form of aristocratic spirit in the culture, even if it shows a 
libertine language. Its “commonplace” experience is not vulgarity, as there would have been 
unthinkable its connection with the distressingly popular national  “Cantare” (Song), the digestive 
pill of the culture of consumption. Dadaism, avant-garde, modernism have countersigned our 
elitist records. Formalism, the cultural and playful appearance of postmodernism, expresses a 
kind of recurring in creation, indicating a beginning and an end. Postmodernism has also got its 
revenge for all that has been forbidden during the time of the censuring dictatorship (more drastic 
after its abolition), intentionally and symptomatically reaching a certain degree of textual 
difficulty. In particular, a cultural ecstasy came and relieved the bothered existences and opened 
other experiences. For this we see at work consciousness, irony, histrionism and masochism, 
cultural fever and absolute authorial independence, irreverence and display of despair, cynicism 
and isolation, disillusionment and premonition. 
 Postmodernism refuses for itself the “specialization” and decides, inversely, for a 
plurivalence, in concordance with the dramatic change of the state of the knowledge: their 
autogeneration is under the sign of a strategy of denomination. Knowledge has become a source 
of power  (Jean-Francois Lyotard). The modern knowledge justifies itself, according to the French 
aesthetician, through “the plays of language”, that violate any frontier and lead to the 
emancipation of the “disciplines”, that “delegitimates” itself.  
 The overflowed irony, especially postmodernist, is surpassed, in our own case, by the 
proper concretion of its consequences: undermining of the unidirectional gravity, encircling of the 
vulnerability, intelligent progress of the doubtfulness. After a bath in irony, immunity is 
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established: instead of exaltation, detachment is preferred, instead of the subtlety, the clear refusal 
of compromises. Paradoxism, as an instrumentation of postmodernism, is qualified “a space of 
the exacerbated critical conscience that finds its expression in a dislocation of the forms of 
thought and language, carrying out the autonegation of literature and the overture toward another 
representation of the act of writing” (Constantin M. Popa). 
 Paradoxism is enlightened by a specific reality: the twisting of the modern life in 
sophisticated electronic short circuits, of which some are dangerous. It raises the protestation 
concerning the derision that resulted from the humiliation of the human by the present electronic 
talk. For that, such a kind of text gives up the implicit autocommentary that abounds in the 
postmodernist recipe.
 The nearest relation of paradoxism remains however the avant-garde (ironies and 
relativism), when the specific difference lays in the insurrection of the negativeness. The 
oddnesses keep in a constant alert the significant vigilance, , the unusual associations put on trial 
the strong irrelevancies. In order to provoke a deliberate reaction, an important dose of originality 
is the previous condition that paradoxism carries out properly through its whole existence. 
 The emergence of paradoxism is explained by its own initiator as a refusal of creating in 
compliance with a control imposed by a dictatorial society (cf., Le Mouvement Paradoxiste), 
which one, at start constituted a kind of Romanian samizdat. The first manifesto-platform of 
creation was published in 1983 in the book Le Sens du Non-Sens. All that was traditionally 
considered as nonliterary, in particular negation and contradiction, made its irruption in the sphere 
of literature. The sphere of art was then developed through the organic addition of anti-. The 
definitive stage consisted in the generalization of poetry in an n-directional space, including even 
the real objects in their natural state (the reader putting himself in one of these latter). 
 If we take another extreme of paradoxism, we can still recognize in it a dramatic 
discharging and the objectiveness of a poetical anarchy, then paradoxism affirms itself as a 
reform in the absolute. 
 It can be an argument in an ecstatic theorem launched by Werner Hofmann: “If it has been 
recognized as an artistic activity, it is, first of all, a production of the formal reality and not a 
repetition of the realities of a pre-existent perception, that means a direct access, with all the 
formal possibilities, to the 20th century”. 
 In virtue of its acquired experience, paradoxism can be observed in the excesses of “an art 
on the point to be done” (René Berger), by a double action: refusal of the myths and the mental 
habits, of the images and relations of the established cultural system, a will to introduce new 
mental activities and new formal relations. Started from the expressed   condemnation of 
totalitarianism, paradoxism is an original form that Rene Berger calls “an attempt to 
communicate” (even if the artists are attached to ideologies and structures, it seems that their 
experiences, however much they could be unusual, however they would be revolutionary, are and 
remain an attempt to communicate”).
     In concordance with the newest mentalities, characterized by revision, ambiguities and 
pluridirections, paradoxism is a movement “in the move”, that offers trajectories and not fixed 
lines, with a mobility that determines “a work being in itself the inside of the mutation” and that 
is always an encouragement to “the power of the signs and of the symbols diffused by the mass 
media” (ib.). Another remark of the Swiss aesthetician is also perfectly applicable here: 
“Renouncing to the normative and authoritative models, we must then think in time of a structure 
inspired by the dynamic models. we can speak of inventing the ways of invention”.
 In the radically negative effort of paradoxism, we can guess the pathos of some aspirations 
after changeableness: quality instead of imposture, performance instead of mediocrity, 
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authenticity instead of mimicry. That’s why a unorthodox experiment like that of paradoxism not 
only couldn’t have been accepted in a culture strongly distortedly controlled, but even would have 
been considered as an insult that deserved the most watchful sanctions. What would be permitted 
to it, if we imaging the provoking substitution of the great words of the party propaganda by the 
great silences of the relentless deniers? 
 The cleverness of the waiting opposes the affirmative rigors. In this sense the paradoxist 
experiment happened to rejoin the antitotalitarianist literary interventions and wants to be listed 
as such in the series of proceedings of the evasion - the absurd, utopia, parody, imitation, allusion. 
The funambulistic spectacle of paradoxism (written and graphic) is excited more particularly on 
its unaffirmed side, where the rhetoric of the suspense reaches the virtuosity. 
 Paradoxism couldn’t be suspected of the effect for the sake of effect, but even so it 
wouldn’t then diverge very much from the post-avant-garde. It doesn’t pursue the graduate of a 
formal play, but properly the urgency of a message, imposed by the pressing character of the 
speech. It has abandon the horizon of the gesture as a spectacle, leaving the sphere of the culture 
of the effect, however without contradicting it. What it contradicts is the indisputableness of the 
models and the negligence in regard to the original spontaneity, the vanity of the general 
consensus, the complicity of the guided culture. 
 Paradoxism is a node of questions about the human nature and the creator’s deep 
motivations are searched of the concealed reality, of the sense of the underside. It discomforts the 
superficial habits, by a ceaseless action of counterpoint, inversion, context, simulation, by 
humour and irony, by a cheerful confusion and a spiritual satire. 
 Goethe already noted that, for the encyclopaedism of his mind, the tradition of the 
expression offered insufficient solutions: “the language is not prepared for everything”. The 
paradoxist experiment can be brought in relation properly with the resentment of this limitation, 
but comes at the same time also in contradiction with a theoretical “limitation” diffused in art, 
especially because “the refoundation of the work of art through the word is the unique that is 
proper of our condition” (Werner Hofmann). Now the denying liberty of paradoxism came to 
discredit the traditional limitations and habits, including even this “tradition” and the innovating 
movements of the 20th century, comprising futurism, the promoter of a new aesthetics, purged of 
whatever utilitarian, civil and political residue. In the modern aesthetic symptomatology, the re-
evaluation of the bases opens also the possibility of some annulments. Ardengo Soffici even 
declares that “art tends in a fatal mode toward its own annulment”, as an expiation of an augury 
meant “to chisel in the general sensibility as much as is superfluous in its own manifestations”. 
The Italian aesthetician perceives the total function of art in the quotidian as it is experienced in 
paradoxism: “everything is art”, leaving however the conclusions in suspension... 
 But - look out! - postmodernism, disinhibiting all the inhibitions, releases a taste for 
standardizing the nonconformism, that come in a dangerous vicinity with the proper exercise 
imposed by the agents of uniformity (ideological, aesthetic). Then paradoxism emanated from 
this suspicious liberty can be seen as a refunctionalism (aesthetic, political) of the delirious style 
of the self-satisfied generation. Instead of the formal obstructions - the protesting ecstasy. 
 Can we suppose that, in a postmodernist filiation, paradoxism is situated on a position of 
decadence? Its aesthetic reality invalidates this supposition. It has been noted that the true slap in 
the face of the avant-garde is the revolutionary one, when in decadentism “a position of 
submissiveness” (Mario de Micheli) shows itself, caused by a lack of the sense of differentiation 
(historical, aesthetic), what produces a spiritual extenuation in full opposition to insurgency. Then 
the insurgent energy of paradoxism is one of its basic qualities, to which will have the occasion to 
come back. The avant-gardist practice of the revolt - épater le bourgeois (to astound the middle-
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class) has been reoriented in paradoxism - épater le communisme. Paradoxism propagates, 
presupposes and requests an absolute liberty, resulting from the direct and virtual refusal of 
whatsoever moral and social convention, that guarantees in exchange a realizable positive liberty. 
It brings to completion the conscience of the rupture, already acute in the phase of surrealism 
(“very acute from the beginning: a rupture in art and society, in the outside world and the inside 
world, in fantasy and reality” - Mario de Micheli) has become radical in paradoxism, a limit to 
which is imposed the prospect of a new and purer return to Man. 
*
Constituted as a cultural model with the ambition to resolve the crisis of modernism, 
juggling in surface with the playfulness, the skeptical, with a pulverization of the cultural and 
judging with an expert eye the democratic re-equilibrium of the entirety, paradoxism reanalyzes 
the Being. This type of poetic intervention is the nostalgia of the social status, essence of the 
Being, of the nonapparent one, but that can be reached through an initiated intervention - as did, 
premonitory, Ion Barbu. 
But modernism, that began with Mallarme, is an expression of the crisis of the subject 
(de-constructed, even philosophically in a time near to us, Deridda), a fact that brings a crisis of 
the communication, the de-constructing of language - that holds of that mentality - that we think 
we can delay today, after that postmodernism attempted a conciliating synthesis. 
Here a precision is imposed, that the poetry of paradoxist de-construction doesn’t annul 
the image (internal, potential) and the proposal of construction (a reconstruction or a construction 
of a negative sign) is concomitant. The dislocation of the language can touch senses that are more 
or less intent, through brilliant objectives (surrealist short circuits), but objectives with a magma 
of derision. The paradoxist poet teases the real, opposing it. At the agreement level, all taboos are 
abolished, that of the love of beauty being one of those. The parody of clichés is constructive of 
this scriptural mode, as is also the dynamiting of the stabilized modalities, generally of the 
rhetorical commonplaces. 
The proceeding has revived: both decoding and simultaneous recoding, both de-
constructing and (possible) reconstruction, both negation and (virtual) affirmation. The apparently 
spontaneous generosity of senses indicates, in fact, a supreme elaboration sufficient to 
De-constructing of the habitual language is concomitant with a new respecialization: 
broken, derived, that has no longer anything in common with the “androgynous” completeness of 
the former language. Such a kind of enterprise can be a way to Dostoevskian liberation from “the 
internal demons” of the language, but only in an approach toward an horizon of an agreed 
expectation, that however is not in the greater part of the readers. Only for some (intellectually 
informed and temperamentally predisposed), the playsome (as an act of culture, cf. Huizinga), 
according the formula of a calculation of probabilities, can take the place of the 
traditional emotional stimuli. 
If we remain in the postmodernist classification of paradoxism (in a prolonged phase of 
dissidence, in a polemic extension), we must then say that original notion has assimilated not 
only the heterogeneous tropism, but also the unpredictable tricks. If postmodernism, besides, can 
also be considered as a future even unexpected of the traditional formal units, these ones appear 
presently, in a vehement opposition, as texts-obstacles that dislocate and annihilate, that 
transform the linear character of easy readings into anguishing labyrinths (the paradoxist authors 
could reply, as Michel Butor did once: “my books are not labyrinths, but the reality!” - and all 
would be right). Would it be too much if we affirmed that this could be compared with a 
reflection about the limits of literature? 
